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EDITORIAL.

THE author of the sentiment, “O that mine enemy
would write a book!” was a master of the art of
vindictive expression. There is no more disconcerting
venture than the production of a piece of literature, unless
it be the attempt to compile a second effort of a similar
type. In the publication of the second number of The
Queens’ Courier, we are in the position of an expedition
traversing ground already exploited by a former movement,
and if we seek the fields where yesterday we moved in
plenty, we are like to fail for lack of sustenance. And so
we are driven to cast about us for some line of develope
ment, which, if not new, will at least give scope for the
employment of more varied ability and taste.
On another page will be found a notice dealing with
certain alterations to be made in the title and publication
of the magazine, and it is proper that in the present copy
(which, in a measure, plays the part of a fore-runner to the
new edition), we should define to some extent the lines
q. c.
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on which it is to move, and the intent which guides
our aim.
Briefly, we have made bold to put before us the ideal
of universality; to consider the Magazine neither in the
light of an ephemeral production calculated to arouse
amusement and nothing more, nor yet as a mere barren
record of official events. The essence of a College
periodical should be the life of the College : it should
act as the centre toward which all energy tends and from
which it radiates again with vigour reinforced. It should
perform the function of the governor of an engine, which
controls while it registers the power that drives it. In
fine, it should provide a common ground for the exposition
and criticism of the intellect and character of the College
and all connected with it.
It follows, therefore, that a fitting proportion must be
observed in assigning to every branch of this life the
position and space that are due to it. Nothing must be
dwarfed, and nothing exaggerated. The magazine being
the embodiment of the spirit of the College, every aspect
of that spirit must be represented, — its deeps and its
shallows, its times and seasons, its gravity and its humour,—
and every phase of talent which it may contain should find
an outlet through the same medium. On these terms the
humourist and the satirist, the poet and the story-writer
may have an opening for their genius, provided always it
be couched in a manner appreciated by all.
It is fully realized that such a scheme may be called
ambitious, if not branded by a yet more opprobrious name.
The difficulty of our endeavour has been pointed out too
often for us to be unaware of the risks and penalties of
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failure. But we have embarked on this venture trusting
that the College will recognize the truth of the principle
which has prompted it, and accord to it a support worthy
of its aim. And if—

“—through confidence misplaced, we fail—”

—if we have sought ripened fruit from immaturity—then
be the solace of our failure the thought that we have at
least made the attempt.

THE REAL MR PUNCH.
HEN I was a youngster, I used to view the exit
of the Punch-and-Judy man from his Punch-andJudy box with deep disgust. He was not a hump-back
after all—not even a dwarf with a gash of a mouth and
a nut-cracker chin. And he did not attack all and sundry
with that ferocity which delighted my childish taste. In
stead, I saw a hopelessly commonplace individual groping
for my copper in the gutter.
My boyish resentment was due to a sudden and painful
contrast between the apparent and the real: things were
not what they seemed. Happily no such disappointment
awaits us, when we ask who is the moving spirit of the
puppet-show for grown-ups, the Punch for which we pay
not one copper, but three. Mr Owen Seaman, the present
editor of that great periodical, so aptly embodies the best
traditions of its past that he fills the editorial chair as neatly

W
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as Punch fills the punch-bowl on the cover of his own
magazine.
Mr Seaman has had what might be called an all-round
career. As a school-boy he was captain of Shrewsbury;
as an undergraduate, captain of the Clare boat. He has
been a scholar of his college, a prizeman of his university,
a master at Rossall, an extension lecturer, a Professor of
Literature at Newcastle, a barrister, a prose-writer and a
poet. Of Cambridge in particular he retains the liveliest
recollections—witness not only the Paulopostprandials of
1883, the year in which he took a first class classical degree,
and Œdipus the Wreck of 1888, a parody of the Cambridge
Greek play, but also a little volume of a hundred sprightly
pages entitled Horace at Cambridge, which was printed in
1895 and reached a second edition in 1902. Here and
there too in his other books we get a glimpse of his
experiences in statu pupillari. This is his feeling descrip
tion of the Tripos1, which was then held in the Senate
House:
Now, if one thing on earth’s calculated to wipe us
Well out of the regions illumed by the sun,
I should say that that thing was the Classical Tripos,
Part I.

You may put all your purse on Theocritus, sure he
And Pindar will win from the Tragics with ease,
And the order is—Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euri
pides.

1 With Double Pipe, 1888, p. 29ff. ‘Memories of the late Classical Tripos.’
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Then you probably knew all about Alexander,
The things that he did or was likely to do;
You can give all his wives and his victories, and a
Map too.

But, instead, they will ask you about the unholy
Career of Timoleon—useless, because
You have not the remotest idea who Timole
on was.
So you sit, feebling watching a swallow’s light shape as
It enters, eluding the bull-dog on guard,
But withdraws, when it finds, on inspection, the papers
Too hard.

And that monarch in marble looks leeringly at you,
Adopting the gladiatorial mien,
And you think it is quite the most imbecile statue
You’ve seen.

Again, one can detect a certain Cantabrigian flavour
about the lines in which he expostulates with Oxford for
rejecting the proposed School of Honours in Agriculture1.
Avoiding the obvious reference to a ‘plough,’ which would
have satisfied a penny-a-liner, he apostrophizes the uni
versity as follows:
Ford of the Ox! whose ancient name
Is full of fine bucolic feeling,
How could you thus ignore his claim,
The learned farmer’s, lowly kneeling?
He spoke of ensilage and germs,
Of fallow land and pigs in clover;
You answered in derisive terms,
And lightly passed his Georgics over.
1 In Cap and Bells, 1900, p. 102 ff. ‘The Scholar-Farmer.’
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He proffered butter-churns; he knew
The patent cream-extractor’s odd use;
He tasted milk; but you, you threw
Cold water on his dairy produce.

But Mr Seaman’s right to keep Toby in his kennel
is not a matter of university training. Punch, like the
poet, nascitur, non fit; and Owen Seaman was born to fill
the part—indeed, to a large extent, the volume.
Few persons laugh when they read Punch; nobody
roars. The fact is, we laugh at what is humorous and at
most smile the smile of appreciation at what is witty. Of
course this involves a dogmatic statement of the difference
between wit and humour. Let us get it over without delay.
Humour is an unexpected incongruity: wit is an unex
pected congruity. Judged by this standard, Mr Seaman is
constantly witty, seldom if ever humorous. When, for
example, he addresses a boy-poet of the decadence1—
From Solomon down, we may read, as we run,
Of the ways of a man and a maid;
There is nothing that’s new to us under the sun,
And certainly not in the shade—

line four impresses us as an unlooked for pendant to line
three. Or when he congratulates Sir Thomas Lipton upon
the famous race off Sandy Hook and writes2:—
Reared on a fundamental base of tea-leaves,
Your tower of fortune scales the arduous sky,
Till on the Hook off which your copper keel heaves
Two Worlds have fixed their Eye—
1 The Battle of the Bays, 1896, p. 64 f. ‘To a boy-poet of the decadence.’
2 A Harvest of Chaff, 1904, p. 53 ff. ‘Lipton Unlimited.’
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we are again conscious of an unexpected congruity, and
pleased accordingly. After this, the poet dubs his hero
‘Sir T.’; and it would be hard to find a better example of
that brevity, which is the soul of Owen Seaman-ship.
The first and foremost feature of Punch is caricature—
the true inwards (i.e. outwards) of Mr Punch himself being an
exaggerated distortion of humanity. In keeping with this
ideal, Mr Seaman, when he pens a parody, does not twist
his author’s words out of all recognizability, but cunningly
accentuates the little foibles and mannerisms of his style
till we feel that we have before us the quintessence of the
original, concentrated Kipling or whoever it may be. This
is the main merit of that brilliant little book, The Battle of
the Bays, which was written when the laureateship was last
vacant. Mr Swinburne himself could not but forgive the
following1:
In the days of my season of salad,
When the down was as dew on my cheek,
And for French I was bred on the ballad,
For Greek on the writers of Greek,—
Then I sang of the rose that is ruddy,
Of ‘pleasure that winces and stings,’
Of white women and wine that is bloody,
And similar things.

I sang of false faith that is fleeting
As froth of the swallowing seas,
Time’s curse that is fatal as Keating
Is fatal to amorous fleas;
Of the wanness of woe that is whelp of
The lust that is blind as a bat—
By the help of my Muse and the help of
The relative THAT.
1 The Battle of the Bays, p. 1 ff. ‘A Song of Renunciation’ (after A. C. S.).
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Panatheist, bruiser and breaker
Of kings and the creatures of kings,
I shouted on Freedom to shake her
Feet loose of the fetter that clings;
Far rolling my ravenous red eye,
And lifting a mutinous lid,
To all monarchs and matrons I said I
Would shock them—and did.

The Swinburnian effect of line four in the first stanza,
or line two in the last, is admirable; and the whole poem
abounds in equally subtle touches. No less clever is
Mr Seaman’s later imitation of Tennyson’s successor1.
A Witenagemote has been summoned by the Lord Mayor
to discuss the millenary of Alfred the Great:
The Chairman. I call on Mr Austin for a speech.
The Poet Laureate (rising). My Lord and Athelings, Ealdormen
and Thanes!
This is withal an unexpected pleasure!
Yet, when I think on it, you could not well
Have made a better choice, since I am he
Who did you England’s Darling in a book.
I see before me certain men of mark
(And others) habited in decent black,
Mourning the disappearance of the late
Alfred deceased, who, I regret to say,
Became a section of the dreadful past
Nine hundred seven and ninety years ago
Precisely. Add another three withal,
And lo! it makes four figures—does it not?
[Pause.
A Voice. It does.
The P. L.
I see you follow me; ’tis well.
Now note, I freely grant that there are some
1 In Cap and Bells, p. 38 ff. ‘Alfred’s Alfred.’
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Who claim attention as belonging to
Even remoter ages than our friend’s;
As, for example, Alcibiades,
Confucius, Pompey, Euclid, Obadiah,
Adam and Bede. But none of all the lot
(And I could name with ease a dozen more)
Has been so intimately mixed as he
With the incipient aspirations of
Our British Navy!

Another function of Punch, perhaps its most useful
function, is to satirise our follies, whether public or private.
Mr Punch has a long pedigree. In the seventeenth century
he was Punchinello, and before that Pulcinello, the droll
clown in Neapolitan comedy. Professor Skeat traces back
his name yet further to the Italian pulcino, ‘a young chicken,’
and the Latin pullus, ‘the young of any animal,’ akin to
puer, ‘a boy.’ However that may be, it is clear that the
mediaeval Pulcinello inherited the traditions of ancient
Greek and Italian comedy. Mr Seaman, therefore, is well
within his rights, when in true Aristophanic vein he pro
ceeds to poke fun at our politicians. Conservatives will
relish his prophetic description of their opponents’ leader1:
So on a day Sir Belchamp Porte-drapeau
Drew with his faithful remnant, what there was,
To that weird battle down by Westminster.
And o’er his head, he going delicately,
The banner of the great C.-Bannermanship
Drooped; and athwart its folds the clan’s device,
A sporran’d haggis fluttered, and, below,
The Campbell is a-coming ran the script.
1 A Harvest of Chaff., p. 100 ff. ‘An Idyll of the Chief.
the Bridge.’

The Jousting at
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But from his sinister arm was slung the shield
That bore for blazonry a barbéd fence,
And therewithal the rede J’y suis, j’y reste.
And by his side the sword X-calibre
(For so they styled it, since in point of proof
The blade was deemed an unknown quantity)
Swung like a pendulum; and on his flank,
As one that should beguile the Chieftain’s gloom
With jest and ribald joyaunce, lightly rode
That loyal knight Sir Lab de Boom-le-vrai
In devious caracoles; and as he rode
Now hummed a jocund air—Peers, idle peers.

Mr Seaman’s poems on the German Emperor are even
better reading1, but their theme is so vast that to quote
a few fragments of it would be futile. Our satirist is equally
at his ease in dealing with a paltry social topic. At the
present moment a certain popular magazine is advertising
‘thin watches’ as an aesthetic improvement upon the
‘turnips’of our forefathers. Mr Seaman, with Herrick in
his head and a fine scorn in his heart, breaks out2:
Whenas Augustus deigns to go
In beauty’s pomp, sublime and slow,
Along the lists of Rotten Row;
Or, like a flower with dew besprent,
Exudes a steady blast of scent
Down Piccadilly’s paviment;

Much I admire that wondrous dress
Whose lambent folds do more express
Than veil the figure’s daintiness.
1 Especially that ‘To the Lord of Potsdam’ in The Battle of the Bays,
p. 76 ff.
2 A Harvest of Chaff, p. 120 f. ‘Upon Augustus.’
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And musing on him, line by line,
I think how many arts combine
T’ adorn that human shape divine.
Soothly some woman, overlaced,
Advised him how to have his waist
In yon exiguous zone encased.

Some fair, that had no pouch to hide
Her proper kerchief, armed his pride
’Gainst pockets that do bulge inside;

So as the key is passing small,
The which, emerging from the Mall,
He lifts his nightly latch withal.
Some coins he hath, for chariot-fare,
Deftly disposéd here and there—
The rest is paper, thin as air.
And, since it causeth inward pains
To carry such a watch as strains
That region where the middle wanes,

Now hath he got a little one,
Whereof the bulk doth scarce outrun
A wafer’s fine dimensión.

When in his mirror he observes
His form inclined to ampler curves,
Augustus shaketh in the nerves;
And, lest he mar his comely guise,
He summons all his strength, and tries
A little massage exercise.

So doth he labour to reduce
Whatso is like to grow profuse,
And serveth not for beauty’s use.

Herein he hath a wide success—
Save for his brains, whereof I guess
No power on earth could make them less!
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All subjects come alike to our author’s facile pen.
He can stoop to the most concrete, as in his description
of ‘The Newmarket Guineas,’ ‘The Restaurant de Luxe,’
‘The Worshipful Company of Porkmongers,’ ‘La Monde
où l’on s’affiche,’ ‘The Megatherium,’ and a score of other
congenial topics. He can soar to the most abstract, as in
his ‘Plea for Trigamy1,’ which begins:
I’ve been trying to fashion a wifely ideal,
And find that my tastes are so far from concise
That, to marry completely, no fewer than three’ll
Suffice.
I’ve subjected my views to severe atmospheric
Compression; but still, in defiance of force,
They distinctly fall under three heads, like a cleric
Discourse.

Town and country, England and continent,—he is at
home in them all. Very telling is his ‘Beatus ille; or the
Truth about Rural Felicity2,’ from which I cull a single
stanza:
Not once nor twice; not vaguely heard
Performing on a distant hill;
Four hundred times this shameless bird
Yells just below my window-sill!

No less deft is his address to the Isles of Greece3:
I cannot share his grave regret
Who found your fame had been and gone;
There seems to be a future yet
For Tenedos and Marathon;
Fresh glory gilds their deathless sun,
And this is due to Dr Lunn!
1 With Double Pipe, 1888, p. 1 ff. ‘A Plea for Trigamy.’
2 A Harvest of Chaff, p. 46 ff. ‘Beatus Ille.’
3 A Harvest of Chaff, p. 49 ff. ‘The Schoolmaster Abroad.’
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In fact, Mr Seaman’s satire is what all true satire should
be, a medley as varied as human nature itself.
Moreover, Punch and its editor are alike distinguished
by a certain kindliness of sentiment, which often robs
satire of its sting. A typical case is the letter ‘To an Old
Fogey, who contends that Christmas is played out1’:
O frankly bald and obviously stout!
And so you find that Christmas, as a fête
Dispassionately viewed, is getting out
Of date.
The studied festal air is overdone;
The humour of it grows a little thin;
You fail, in fact, to gather where the fun
Comes in.
Visions of youth whose reverence is scant,
Who with the brutal verve of boyhood’s prime
Insist on being taken to the pant
-omime.

Of infants, sitting up extremely late,
Who run you on toboggans down the stair;
Or make you fetch a rug and simulate
A bear.
This takes your faultless trousers at the knees,
The other hurts them rather more behind;
And both effect a fracture in your ease
Of mind.

Old Christmas changes not! Long, long ago
He won the treasure of eternal youth;
Yours is the dotage—if you want to know
The truth.
1 In Cap and Bells, p. 84 ff. ‘To an Old Fogey.’
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Come, now, I’ll cure your case, and ask no fee:—
Make others’ happiness this once your own;
All else may pass: that joy can never be
Outgrown!

Punch on occasion can be serious; for, as Aristophanes
puts it, ‘even Comedy knows what is right.’ And, when
the fitting occasion arrives, some moment perhaps of
national need or public loss, earnest words from lips that
are wont to jest come with a pathos all their own. Mr
Seaman too can play With Double Pipe. If he scoffs at
the bogus attractions of the country and derides educative
visits to the Levant, he writes elsewhere in all seriousness,
and with a most delicate appreciation of sound and sight,
‘A Song of Tyrol1’:
Soft to sleep in the hush of day
Nature’s voices wooing call,
Here in heavenly scent of hay
Cicalas hold high festival;—
Whispered airs from the woods of pine,
Undertones of the moving mill;
Clinging, clattering, bells of kine
Battened high on the hanging hill.

Reapers of Tyrol! sons of the soil!
Here in Heaven’s untainted air
Truly I hold your lot of toil
Dearer than ease in a home less fair:
Well may ye that in such a land
Move by mountain and stream and wood
Wonder not that the work of His hand
Seemed, to Him that had made it, good.
1 With Double Pipe, p. 83 ff.
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When Lewis Carroll died, Mr Seaman penned the fol
lowing just and gentle tribute to his memory1:
Lover of children! Fellow-heir with those
Of whom the imperishable kingdom is!
No longer dreaming, now your spirit knows
The unimagined mysteries.

Darkly as in a glass our faces look
To read ourselves, if so we may, aright;
You, like the maiden in your faerie book,
You step behind and see the light!

Farewell! But near our hearts we have you yet,
Holding our heritage with loving hand,
Who may not follow where your feet are set
Upon the ways of Wonderland.

Less subtlety, but perhaps deeper feeling, prompted
the lines in which he commemorates January the 22nd,
19012:
The tears we disallow to lesser ill
Here is no shame for English eyes to shed,
Because the noblest heart of all is still—
Because the Queen lies dead.

Socrates once at the end of a long evening attempted to
prove that the man who is best at writing comedy will also
be best at writing tragedy. And there is something of
truth in his paradox. But, however that may be, we shall
hardly deny that Owen Seaman, who can range from
laughter to tears with equal effect, deserves the position in
1 In Cap and Bells, p. 137 ff. ‘In Memoriam.’
2 A Harvest of Chaff, p. 139 ff. ‘Queen Victoria.’
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which he stands to-day. We might even say of him what
he himself said of another1:
Your hand, I say! and here’s my heart
(Warm with the afterglow of lunch)
That yearns to hymn your glorious part
As patron of a School for Punch.
But here is genius! here a touch
Of what the gods alone bestow;
For, while Salopia taught you much,
She never taught you this, I know.

THE TABLOIDS OF AZIT-PLEEZATH
MÎTEUTAH, THE RECORDER.
(With apologies to E. T. R.)

39.
38.
37.
36.
35.
34.
33.
32.
31.

IN thas icksth yeerov ranov King Edward the
Seventh,
Thamunth ovok tô-berin Kambrig our sitti,
It happ endasophan that phare “Alma Mater,”
(ô haknid ôldtag, buttit skanz verrin aisli),
reseeved tuhah buzzim sumhun dridsov phreshahs,
orl brimmin wi thbûcklor and seethin wi thlernin,
(that larst frése is harpi, but rarthah redundant);
Azaised théké mupsim plibub blin with knowledge,
with three years in which tuplé pils and phergettit.
1 A Harvest of Chaff, p. 133 ff. ‘A Punch Staff-College.’
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29.
28.
27.
26.
25.
24.

23.
22.
21.
20.
19.
18.
17.
16.
15.
14.

13.
12.
11.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
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But shallwirri versand considdera moment,
Tubb-Artun thaportli, & Raggahs, thath inkah
Thatsiyun ov Nehl-zun.
And Kainok ovkliftun, thigreytu munbahgpipe.
Andlettus phergettnot Ignâshi-Uskelli,
Thaspeekah and dooah, yea, phrend ov tha Muses.
Eiwood not be pursunalphor wurlds, but, tustretch
apoynt, take theezaz eksarmpuls ov ordinary under
graduates ov thissarkollige.
Nouphirstli Tubb-Artun houduzzi yapeeron
Therseen: eishud think in a rikketi hannsumm
Excessiv libul gin. Thent ardiole Raggahs
Cums phreshphrum thislayin ovinnercent bîpeds,
Phlushed wi thtryumph,
Anbal uncinatt anim possi bullangle
A wundahphul klé wither cherri wudmou thpeece.
Annou wôverk umbaimiph eelins ai slippintav urce
Phor Pursisuntgor izatand lo! heeklinkath his purce!
Phlingopenthi gayts phorri yentahs prepared to
defy the
hôlwurld (iphineed), for he smirks andpolytli arsks
whythe
(unfortunately undecipherable)
Shudeebi keptwaytin, an klangin thi durtiole bell?
Tûsummit orlup, aidônt thinkhaiyam rongwen
Aicé, within stinktivand wund erphulphorsyt,
That evriwun kumsup.
Yea! even Ole-James duz, iph properli lâbeld.
Andoh! wottah joifle anbeutifle sytit
Iz eentûsee students in stat. pupillari,
Orlbenton instruxshon, justinged wi thameûsment
6
q. c.
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Anblen didwith plezuar, tho wevverso littel.
Annouai must leevyu, thô thissisosuddin
Sôlong phorthip rezunt yorstrooli Et-Settrah.

VIXERE FORTES—

IRTH, Life, and Death—all things men here deem
true,
So aged now, were old when Time began,
Old every riddle of this Life’s short span—
Old too the very thought that holds them new.

B

MEN OF MARK.

II.

H. R. MALDEN.
HE Sage of Chelsea (O vile journalese!), speaking
of his “Heroes,” declares that the soul of the world’s
history is as the history of these. Browning (Robert), in
quite another connexion, utters the excellent platitude :

T

“’Tis an awkward thing to play with souls.”

The task of the biographer, therefore, is both delicate and
difficult—but not unprofitable. It is his duty carefully to
combine the varied elements of a life-story into an har
monious (and readable) whole; and, however inadequate

Photo. by J. Palmer Clarke.
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his efforts may be, yet, in cases like the present, the mere
catalogue of the virtues and graces of his victim cannot fail
to benefit this and succeeding generations to an incalculable
extent.
Henry Russell Malden was born on August 8th, 1884.
His modesty forbids him to speak in detail of the history
of his early years; but it is supposed that he began to
speak at the usual age and cut his teeth in the conventional
manner. The exact similarity of the stories of his youth
to those of other great men may be ascribed to a process of
conflation.
At a tender age (having already learnt watermanship
under the guidance of a nurse) he entered his first private
school at Salisbury, the town of his birth. After a short
time there, he decided to seek a wider sphere of activity at
Worthing—where he just failed to make the acquaintance
of F. L. Marley. His scholastic achievements were second
only to his athletic triumphs. On one memorable occasion
he succeeded in winning the “three-legged race,” receiving
as a prize, appropriately enough, Jules Verne’s Round the
World in Eighty Days. This was but the first of a series
of victories, the catalogue of which is Homeric, and includes
all manners of sport.
The school removed from Worthing to Weymouth,
whence our brilliant young scholar gained a scholarship
at Cheltenham. His record there was one of patient and
peaceful activity. His studies included not only cricket
(he gained his 1st XI colours), but also classics and
mathematics. His pre-eminence in both of these branches
of learning is attested by a lengthy row of beautiful, unsoiled
bindings.
6— 2
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His decision to specialise in mathematics led to a
scholarship at Queens’; and a place amongst the “Junior
Optimes” in the Tripos of 1906. His participation in the
recognised amusements of Cambridge has been catholic.
The College XV hails him as a brother; the Association
committee have their eye upon him; the Hockey XI wait
anxiously for his spare afternoons; opposing Tennis VI’s
and Cricket XI’s vie with one another in the strictness
of their training whenever he is announced to play. But
the pen of a mere biographer is unable to deal fittingly
with his performances on the river. The Lent Races have
seen him thrice; likewise the Mays. He was chosen to
stroke the “Granta” boat at Henley in 1904. And, above
all, the May Boat of 1906 went up four places under his
captaincy.
He is a Quaerist, a Kangaroo and a Friar, inter alia;
it seems probable that S. Francis is his patron saint. At
billiards he plays well or flukes brilliantly. He plays
Bridge with some success : and he hallows the Bernard
Room by a devout appreciation of the sporting and
illustrated papers. His politics have not yet been revealed.
It may be added, for the benefit of students of historical
geography, that he has kept in O3, B2 and E4. When his
easy-chair is off duty he patronises many leaning places
in the various courts.
His personal charm is well known; and, in truth, since
prose is prose, and all our poets are of the minor order,
it is futile to hope for an adequate celebration of the
elegance of his taciturnity. May his shadow never grow
less !

On a Recent Vote in the Senate-House
ON A RECENT VOTE IN THE
SENATE-HOUSE.
ON placuit nobis: placuit sed pluribus illis,
qui numero vincunt, haud ratione, pares.
turba minus prudens sic perdidit artibus artem
pseudomathematicis automathematicam.
vox populi quasi voce dei nova iura profatur?
intactum Tripodem Phoebus, opinor, amat.
A. B. C.

N

SONG.
WENT a-wooing,
Hey-day, alack-a-day!
The doves were cooing,
And the wind sighed sore;
Hey-day, alack-a-day !

I

With scornful glance and haughty mien
My love came flaunting like a queen,
With dusky hair, and coal-black eyes;
Hey-day, alack-a-day!
She mocked the meaning of my sighs,
And checked my words with curt replies,
And checked mine ardour too!

And now she’s roaming where she will
To seek a fool to do her will
As I did—
For she would marry if she could,
But none will have her, though she wooed—
Hey-day, alack-a-day!
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ART AND HISTORY.

A Monologue.
(With apologies to R.B.)

’TOOK my deck-chair and cushion t’ other day—
Minded to spend i’ the court a peaceful hour,
To browse on thought, and haply read a line:
And, having ambled down the halting stair,
Made station in yon corner by the bush,
(Hat over eyes, head pillowed, chin on chest,
Legs crossed, and arms loose-twinèd to the front,
Books i’ the reach of outstretched finger-tips),
And gazing on the pile of blushing brick—
Clothed by the verdurous work of Nature’s loom—
The which with laughing lip the sun’s ray kissed,—
(anērithmon gelasm’,—how runs the phrase?)—
Indulged in Nephelococcygian dreams,
Where Art and History—hand in claspèd hand—
Moved delicately down declining age.
Well—to return, then. Scarce had I embarked
Upon this silver argosy of thought,
When in upon the silent court there broke
A straggling class of pupils of the brush,
(Sheep-guided by a gorgon usheress),
To mar their mother nature’s kindly works
Facto—(in deed)—and on the paper too.
Soon each upon her tripod, Pythia-like,
(But that no inspiration struck thro’ them)
With out-stretched arm, and pencil to the nail,
Grimacing at the beauties of the place,
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Was crouched, with puckering eyes, and face awry.
(Corpo di Bacco! how they chattered too,
Like squawking jays at edge o’ fallow-field)
“Mark now, dear child, how the perspective runs.
Transparent—so! What—body-colour?—Tush!
Copy the master’s work”—O Sanzio!

What’s this? Me miserable! eleleleu! totoi!
How now? ’Proceeds to clamber down the bridge—
A crowded arc of gaping shuffling feet,
Crane, stare—ope guide-book—whisper each i’ the ear
Of other: while yon rogue of ill aspèct
(Self-constituted mentor of the band)
Waves stick—struts—mounts to where the foot-worn stair
Affords a bema—starts the rigmarole,
Mouthing it out wi’ ciceronean drone
(D’ye mark the pun, my masters? Assonance, too!)
And now one saucy minx amid the train
Grows bold to criticize o’ herself: she twists
Up to the Fellows’ Rooms her ninny face—
(Cursed be the man who reared that hunch-backed pile
Foursquare—prison-aspect—Georgian, every brick!)
“Sure this must be the tower the guide-book tells,
Where—what’s-his-name ?—Erasmus used to live,
How well the sun sits on the slated roof!”
And this is History—pah ! the ruddled hag!
Hark to yon twanging villain’s nasal chant!
A pox upon your prating utterance!
Begone, begone, sir! g-r-r-r, you brute you! Bah!
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THE ZODIAC.
I.

The Simple Life.

HATE being called in the morning. Every human
being requires a certain amount of sleep; and it
stands to reason that, if you fix the hour of up-rising, you
also fix your bed-time, and are thus doubly constrained!
Again, I prefer to prepare my own breakfast: otherwise,
something will inevitably be wrong, relatively, that is, to
me. Sometimes, breakfast takes five minutes, sometimes
fifty. It depends on the weather, the food, and the book
I am reading. The morning-hours hate being pigeonholed. If the breakfast-book is pleasing, breakfast merges
insensibly into lunch—unless, of course, some equally
interesting occupation suggests itself. It is the greatest
folly to suppose that anyone, even I, can get on without
work. The truest pleasure and the best consists in working
at a congenial subject, and at an inspired moment. The
rest is mere tin-tack driving; useful, perhaps, but supremely
inartistic.
Again, there is in Cambridge and elsewhere, a dislike
of work in the early afternoon. Why should I not work
then ? Exercise is fashionable—but duty-exercise harms
the soul in general, and the temper in particular. This
applies, obviously, to none, save to the unhappy possessors
of souls : the brainless enthusiast is pulled in one direction
only, and is, without doubt, more happy than the unfortunate
majority of his brethren. Duty is notoriously dull; and
that especially when it connotes football, cricket and the
like.

I
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Tea-time is a period as sacred as it is elastic. I do not
weigh my daily portion of tea with scrupulous care. Why
should I or anyone else? The happy uncertainty of the
tea-pot has provided more small-talk than the weather—
even in England. I would not have it otherwise. My
mood dictates my process, and, if the result be evil, I either
give way to the inevitable, or call in someone. At the
worst, the conversation may be better than his tea or mine.
These things are on the knees of the gods.
Then, after and in spite of Hall, cometh the evening.
So far, the day has provided no very great excitement, and
body and mind are still untired. Who is fool enough to
plan beforehand his nocturnal diversions? Someone may
call, and cause me to remember a pressing engagement;
or, someone may call, and cause me to forget all such
things.
Mayhap the foot-lights attract: mayhap their
humble imitators, the stars, issue a sudden invitation.
After all, it’s a deadly insult to “the trailing garments
of the Night” to imagine them sweeping through a fixed
scene at a fixed moment at the bidding of so poor a play
wright as myself—or anyone else. And thus the day
passes. Of course, it is selfish, and will be disturbed later
by the “duty to one’s neighbour” considered politically
and theologically; but that concerns the future, and we
humans are most adaptable. Meanwhile, my scheme of
life is purely subjective: I am gathering rose-buds while
I may; and I defy anyone, except an hypothetical alter
ego, to choose my rose-buds for me. And I defy anyone
to infringe my patent at a profit!
Now, at last, I come to my subject. A certain individual
discovered that an ancestor of his either was a Scotchman,
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or knew one. He took to eating porridge, and told the
world, via the Daily —
—, that the “Simple Life” was the
only rational method of existence, signing himself X, in
reference perhaps to his brain-power. Y distrusts X, and
wishes to be assured, on oath, that X wears sandals; they
are indispensable. Also, does X weigh his daily oatmeal;
does he eat lettuce fresh or boiled, and how often does he
wash? Z insinuates that Y is a spinster of uncertain age;
declares that cats and knitting are incompatible with
simplicity; asserts that washing introduces a fatal element
of complexity; and claims that he himself is the inventor
and sole prophet of the simple life. In all else his obedience
is at the command of the esteemed Editor of that valuable
organ, &c., the Daily ——. Enter A. “Simple” in con
nexion with life is a synonym for “idle.” B is justly
indignant, for he himself has arrived at his present simplicity
after 40 years, Sir, of patient effort. He outlines his method,
describes his back-garden in detail, and concludes with
a charming story about his pet snail. A writes an open
letter to the Lunacy Commission, and the Editor closes
the correspondence, in order to make room for special
reports of the International Bumble-Puppy matches then
being held at the Hague. Sic volvitur rota. And all this
is to compensate for the absence of Parliamentary Reports.
The daily supply of wisdom must be sufficient to meet the
demand—and the half-penny papers flourish.
But why, O why, all this pother about my private
concerns? It is all aimed at the way in which I spend
my time out of office hours; and there ought to be laws
against such trespassing. Every man, be he undergraduate
of the world or graduate, has the right to make of himself
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what particular kind of fool he pleases, so long as he keeps
his efforts from impinging on the comfort of others. The
American millionaire seeks his simple life in a million-dollar
cottage by the sea; he washes and eats by machinery,,
keeps 10 secretaries, 50 cooks and numerous titled friends.
He cans pseudo-sardines. His employés usually lead a
very simple life, and blame anyone but themselves. One
of them, by name Tranquil Thomas, gives it all up; he
ceases to wash or work; he borrows instead of buying,
and rarely pays rent for his very comfortable apartments—
and usually thanks the magistrate for his kind attentions.
Who is to blame, and for what? It is not my province
to discuss the economics of these questions, but I know
one thing—both the millionaire and Tranquil Thomas lead
their own, their simple life, and neither would exchange
it for mine. It’s all a subjective matter of habit.
Finally, when I wish to shoot at the moon, I refuse
to fire by volleys, even in company with X, Y, Z, A and B.
Corporate life and co-operative schemes have an approved
value. But pleasure measured with a foot-rule loses its
character, and is as of much artistic value as a machinemade flat-iron. Real idleness is full of individuality. Why
not allow this so-called simplicity an equal chance? Why
have a set of rules? The individual can be trusted to play
the game, for there’s little fun in cheating one’s self—even
at patience or croquet—and, in short, in these matters of
individual conduct, “Each for himself and ——!” Perhaps
the hindmost will be X, Y, Z, A, B and the editor of the
Daily ——; —perhaps Myself!
The Crab.
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EVENING.

ROOPS now the day’s transparent crest:
The sun’s last crimson shaft has gone:
Soft coo the doves, and one by one
The rooks come sailing from the west.

D

Athwart the grey dusk’s curtain still
The changing hues of sunset glow;
Far off the herdsmen call, and low
The waters murmur from the mill.

Now sleeps the air, save where unseen
The owl sends forth his lonely cry;
And dark against the waning sky
The tree-tops spread their fretted screen.
The weighted cloud-shapes drowsily
From sunset into darkness drift:
And through one purple-fringed rift,
A quiet star looks down on me.

THE MAY CONCERT.
T is the fashion at the present day to describe music
in terms of painting, and painting in terms of music.
This is merely a sign of our modern topsey-turveydom:
for one could expect little less from an age which proposes
to rob even the poor of their poverty, and the rich of their
comfort and general ignorance. Again, it is significant
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that this record, so to speak, should be compiled by one
who knows nothing of music, and only about twice as
much of painting; and who is compelled to rely upon a
vile memory, an ancient calendar (for the weather), and
a tattered programme.
The 26th Annual Concert of the S. Margaret Society
was held on Wednesday, June 6th, 1906, at or about
8.30 p.m. in the College Hall. The sun rose at his ap
pointed hour upon the festal day, and communicated a
heat which served to temper the chilliness of a typical
Cambridge-June evening. This was providential, as the
“Interval” is considered “quite a feature” of the concert!
The Grove, and the approaches to the bridge and to the
hall were tastefully, if somewhat conventionally, decorated
with Vauxhall lamps and Chinese lanterns, which, as far as
we know, survived without mishap.
The Concert was, as usual, very excellent in parts; the
Chorus, by the way, was not—but of that anon. It is
impossible to speak of the whole programme in detail,
and any sins of omission which follow must not be
interpreted as accusations or condemnations. The usual
pianoforte duet of a very conventional type was rendered
at the opening of proceedings with the necessary brilliance
of execution. The Rev. C. M. Rice sang two delightful
old-world songs with great delicacy of feeling. Mr C. C.
V. R. Sells (Trinity) charmed the audience with his violin
playing; as an encore he gave Raff’s “Cavatina,” a piece
to which Queens’ will soon acquire a customary right.
Home-talent was exceedingly well represented by J. E. J.
Taylor, and J. F. Barton; but it seems a pity that they
should have chosen to sing so hackneyed a duet as the
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“Venetian Song.” There must be many equally tuneful
duets for two male voices. Mr H. G. Baynes (Trinity)
sang two splendidly contrasted songs, the one humorous,
the other dramatic, besides singing the solo in the “Songs
of the Sea,” the final item.
But it is to the Misses Eyre that the thanks of the
College are chiefly due for the great success which the
concert obtained. Their trios “O Sweet Pleasure” and
“The Song of Proserpine” prepared us for the musical
treat which was in store. Their duets were as charming
as could be. Miss Margery Eyre had to concede an encore
to her rendering of Max Bruch’s “Kol Nidrei” on the
’cello. Yet even then, the most popular item of their
contribution was the trio in the Second Part of the
Programme, “The Nightingale.” One was reminded irre
sistibly of Abt Vogler—
“And I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed to man,
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound, but a star!”

As we have hinted above, the Chorus lacked in several
respects. It would, perhaps, be advisable in future, to
commence practices in the Lent Term; or perhaps to
abolish the Chorus. At present, its efforts make us truly
thankful for that beautiful theory wherein it is laid down
that at the end of the world every sound uttered during
the existence of man will be merged and combined in an
harmony of ineffable grandeur. The result might be truly
Wagnerian—yet Wagner has his merits. But then, the
Chorus——? The full programme is appended:—
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Committee:
President:
Rev. J.
Gray, M.A.
H.
Vice-President: G. L. Harrison.
Hon. Sec.:
J. F. Barton.
A. P. Spencer-Smith.
J. E. J. Taylor.
W. Butler.

PROGRAMME.
Part I.
1.

Pianoforte Duet.......... “Italie”.......................... M. Moskowski
G. L. Harrison and W. Butler.

2.

Songs..........

3.

Vocal Trios...

4.

Violin Solo.................. “Romance” .............................. Svendsen
C. C. V. R. Sells.

6.

Vocal Duets

7.

Part Song...... “Soldier’s Chorus” (Faust)....................... Gounod
Q. C. M. S.

“And yet I love her till I die”
C. H. H. Parry
“Love is a bable ”........................
Rev. C. M. Rice.
“O Sweet Pleasure”......... Jean de la Borde
“Song of Proserpine” ............. Ernest Walker
The Misses Eyre.

“Shepherd, Shepherd, leave decoying” Purcell
“I know a bank”
. ...Horn
The Misses Margery and Phyllis Eyre.
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PART II.

1.

Song....................... “Hybrias the Cretan” ............. J. W. Elliott
J. F. Barton.

2.

Violoncello Solo... “Kol Nidrei”.......................... Max Bruch
Miss Margery Eyre.

3.

Vocal Duet.......... “Venetian Song”.......................... Lehmann
J. E. J. Taylor and J. F. Barton

4.

Songs

5.

Vocal Trio.......... “The Nightingale” .......... Thomas Weelkes
The Misses Eyre.

6.

Violin Solo .............. “Humoreske”.................................. Dvorak
C. C. V. R. Sells.

7.

Part Song.......... “Songs of the Sea”.............. C. V. Stanford
Q. C. M. S.

“Long ago when I was still free”
“Shepherd see thy horse’s foaming mane”
H. G. Baynes.

F. Korbay

Solo.......... H. G. Baynes.
God save the King.

ROWING NOTES.

ROM the boating man’s point of view May Week,
1906, may well be voted a complete success. The
weather was perfection, the visitors many, and our boat
made four bumps.
On the first night we got a typical “Queens’” start
and were left at the post, being well outside our distance
from First Trin. III. at Grassey. At Ditton we had
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reduced their lead to about 1½ lengths, but here it seemed
likely that our racing would end abruptly. There were
no less than five Eights easied on the corner and how our
cox got through will for ever be a mystery. However, he
kept his head excellently and we entered the Reach. Here
stroke spurted again and again in grand style and being
well backed up, succeeded in overhauling First Trin. III.
by the glass-houses. Seeing that our opponents were a
much heavier crew, this was undoubtedly a creditable
performance. On the second night we got a much better
start and went up on Clare II. from the first stroke, over
lapping at the Ditch and bumping on First Post corner.
The third night was practically a repetition of the second,
Trin. Hall III. falling to us quickly—again at First Post
The last night found us behind Peterhouse, and going off
at a very quick stroke we caught them in a phenomenally
small number of strokes, in the middle of the Ditch.
The Bump Supper and attendant festivities at which
several distinguished strangers “assisted” fittingly ended
a successful and, in every way, enjoyable week.

May Boat Characters.
Bow. C. M. Smith (8 st. 6 lbs.). One of the lightest men on the
river. Has a good style and does a surprising amount of work.
Will make a capable and energetic secretary.
2. A. N. Claxton (10 st. 1 lb.). Light but good. Improved
greatly in the May term. Should keep some of his slide for the
finish.
3. R. Colenutt (10 st. 8 lbs.). Had never before rowed in races.
Works well but is too fond of admiring his feet and should watch the
time more closely.
Q. C.
7
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4. E. W. G. Kemp (10 st. 1 lb.). A tremendous worker and always
a trier. Inclined to be short and to rush forward.
5. W. H. Webbe (12 st. 3 lbs.). The heavy man. Should use his
stretcher more coming forward and get the work on sooner. Facial
expression a speciality!
6. R. G. F. Wyatt (10 st. 11 lbs.). Works hard but has an ugly
finish and is apt to overreach with his shoulders.
7. T. G. Rogers (11 st. 7 lbs.). Works well but like “6” over
reaches and therefore frequently missed the beginning. Should watch
stroke more closely.
Stroke. H. R. Malden (Capt.) (11 st. 3 lbs.). A splendid stroke.
Throughout practice and races kept the boat going splendidly.
Deserves all praise for his magnificent rowing on the first night
of the races. Always calm and cheerful.
Cox. E. C. Douglas (Hon. Sec.) (8 st. 3 lbs.). The wit (sic!) of
the boat. Never downhearted and an excellent cox. Has a beautiful
“tenor” (?) voice and improved his bumping powers greatly by his
practice on the banks of the Long Reach!

Q. C. C. C.

HE past season of the 1st XI. (4 matches won,
4 drawn, 5 lost) cannot be said to have been
altogether successful. A full team hardly ever turned
out owing to the usual claims of the various Triposes.
Thus, as is generally the case, the honour of the college
rested chiefly on the efforts of the 2nd and 1st years, and
we think they gave us of their best.
If we are not mistaken our captain, E. C. Green, only
donned the flannels on two occasions—more is the pity.
Brice-Smith turned up trumps and would have done better
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still if his defence had been a trifle stronger. His century
against Corpus was quite a good one and he fully deserved
his colours. Wright’s efforts were rather spasmodic, shall
we say; he nevertheless batted in irreproachable style for
a few runs and took 12 wickets. Of the second year,
Turner did not come up to expectations. His form
generally was very disappointing, the limit of his ambition
in the batting department being a modest 54 against
Caius. We hope that next season he will show us that
his form was all wrong. Barton made some useful scores
when they were most needed and reached the coveted
century against Sidney. The first year were very pro
mising. Yates, Band, Sayer and Rankin ought to do
great things next season. The first three did most of the
bowling for us. In all matches Yates took 30 wickets,
Sayer 27, and Band 22. C. H. Jones was a useful late
discovery and was awarded his half-colours. Yates, how
ever, was the most consistent as he did not confine his
attentions to bowling alone, aggregating with the bat over
500 runs with an average of 37. The match against
Oundle School was won on the stroke of time—Galloway
and Wells snatching a victory for us with the coolness of
veterans.
In most of the College matches, however, we thought
that the batsmen went to the wicket with an indifference
as to whether the match was won or lost. This ought not
to be—yet Queens’ is not the only college affected in this
way. 1st XI. colours were awarded to H. G. Yates,
E. Band, H. M. Brice-Smith and M. W. Sayer, whilst
C. H. Jones received half-colours.
In the 2nd XI. matches only one victory was gained,
7-2
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three games being lost and three drawn. The principal
performances were Brice-Smith’s heavy scoring in the
early matches and Jervis’ hitting, whilst Yates topped the
century against Clare II. Somerset also appeared on
occasion as a “flannelled fool” and carried his bat in the
John’s II. match for a tedious and unorthodox 33. He
might adopt an easier and more graceful stance at the
wicket with advantage. His peregrinations in the field
are grotesque to say the least.

“THE DIAL.”
T has been decided by the Magazine Committee that
it is desirable to change the name of The Queens’
Courier to some title of a more inspiring sound. The
above name—The Dial—has been suggested, and has
received the support of the Committee—the allusion being
double, first, to the famous and enigmatical construction in
the old Court, and secondly to the nature of the magazine
as a periodical.
It is hoped that it will be possible to publish the
magazine twice yearly, one copy at the beginning of the
Lent Term, and a second at the beginning of the May
Term. The work of the magazines will be completed
before the end of the Term preceding publication, so that
they can be printed during the Vacation, and distributed
at the beginning of the succeeding term—e.g. all copy for
the May Term edition will be corrected and ready for
going to press finally at the end of the Lent Term. By
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this arrangement, no work is left for the May Term, when
examinations and amusements take up much time.
Contributions to the next number are earnestly desired.
Will those who intend to send copy please let the editor
have it as soon as possible? Matter should be written
on one side of the paper only, and signed. The signature
will not be published except by special request or in reports
from College Clubs and Societies, and is only required
as a guarantee of good faith. All kinds of contributions
will be welcome—articles on current topics (grave or gay),
verse, anecdotes, jokes, short stories or dialogues. News of
old Queens’ Men will also be acceptable.

PEPPER AND SALT.

ITH “unity” as our motto, it is curious to note
how even the College buildings are falling in
with it. The same artistic brush that has whitened the
cloisters (and, en passant, our gowns), has now swept over
the walls of the President’s Lodge.

W

The blanched faces of the numerous artists and visitors,
which were observed to leave the College during the Long
Vacation, it has been suggested, were not wholly occasioned
by reflections from the President’s Lodge, but by re
flections on it. Another suggests that this liberal display
of colour was part of a subtle conspiracy to diminish the
throngs of sight-seers who disturbed the Long Vacation.
If so, the ruse was distinctly successful.
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With regard to this question, “colour-blindness” would
be less prevalent here, were it not that every tenth man
one encounters, when he does wear colours, sports those of
some (usually recently hatched) College Club. Still worse,
even when such clubs have been mercifully put out of their
pain, the colours remain—a proceeding which profits no
one but the tailor.

It seems that Queens’, this year, is inundated with
Freshmen. There is a Flood in the New Buildings, and
such an overflow in the Old Court that a Waterfall may
be observed there any day in the week.
Extract from the Daily Mail, Oct. 19th:

THE SOAP TRUST.
Kynoch’s Position.
Of course we all knew that Mr Clark’s cleanliness ran
his godliness very close. But fancy the Press remark
ing it!
But, after all, this is nothing to what it can do. In
a report of a “Police Commission,” the same paper (Oct.
26th) says in the headlines :—
Mr Rufus Isaacs asks for information,
What is “Charlie Wood”?
And we had prided ourselves on his world-wide fame!
Those who have recently joined us should be careful to
place the apostrophe after the s when writing the name of
the College. It is a positive fact that we are more proud
of our two Queens than Henry VIII. was of all his six.
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Appalling Ignorance of Government Officials.
Scholastic figure, with Hohenzollern moustachios:—
“Any letters for—ME—postman?”
Ignorant Menial of P.O. “What name, Sir?”
[Is
withered
]

Old Moore predicts each daily event as it does not
happen, and we can scarcely blame the local phrenologist
for failing last term to locate the number of bumps that
the Queens’ Eight would make in the Mays.
From the Notice-board. “Tennis-, footballs and other
‘missiles’ may not be thrown about the courts.” Cruel!
Benzyl alcohol must be a most wonderful chemical.
To those scientifically engaged, it may be interesting to
learn from Prof. J. B. Cohen’s Theoretical Organic Chemistry
(p. 451) that “it is a colourless liquid with a faint aromatic
smell which boils at 206°, and is moderately soluble in
water.” Radium will have to look to its laurels, in the
presence of such a gifted odour.
It has been suggested to us that, in future, the Kitchen
Committee should be chosen from undergraduates of a less
catholic digestion than those now in office. We think the
idea very sound.

The Editorial foretells that the next number of the
College Magazine is to be called “The Dial.” It is com
forting to know that it will be absolutely impossible to
wind it up.
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THE PASSING HOUR.
“Your first adventure: many such I pray!”

AT the end of last term it was our good fortune to
celebrate (with all the ritual due to such an occasion)
the brilliant success of the Boat in the May Races—a
success to which a series of past disappointments gave an
additional charm. We had already grown used to victories
in the football field, and other spheres of College ambition,
and the series of bumps made on the river came to set the
coping-stone upon our triumph. It is therefore no matter
for surprise that the crew were received with acclamations.
No crew ever better deserved their reception. For three
years the Boat Club had been tried by the most wearing of
all strains which can fall upon such a body—three times
they had put forth their best efforts, and seen them fail,
and their hearts had grown heavy with long-deferred hopes.
Small blame to them if they had fallen into a cynical in
difference to the hard fortune that dogged them, and given
up in despair. But they welcomed their trial as a means of
showing that they were made of sterner stuff. They shook
off their disappointment, and set about retrieving their
position—and set about it with such grim expedition that
only once did their foes hold them off beyond Ditton
Corner during the four days’ racing. Surely, if any, these
men deserve their crown of wild olive. Their glory cannot
be taken from them—for if we fail in the future, the blame
lies with the future, and if we succeed, it is they who have
laid the foundation for our success.

The new year, therefore, may be said to have entered
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upon a goodly heritage. No ugly memories of past defeats
remain to darken the outlook, no scores are to be wiped off
against an unkind Fortune. There are among us some who
have tasted victory and found it good, and to them we
may look with confidence, as those who have set our feet
upon the path of success, and will lead us to its heights.
Victory is always a growing power—vires adquirit eundo—
and every stroke that is given heartens the striker for
another.
Yet there must be many who hesitate before they allow
their hopes to soar too high—men who are of that cautious
and critical nature which prefers to make sure of its prize
before raising the cry of victory. They will say, and with
justice, that such a success is not complete till it has been
crowned with an assurance of perpetuation. And it is our
duty to keep in mind their protest, for no rejoicing is
profitable if carried beyond due measure.
If we could but lay our finger upon the strange power
which is the root of all success, we might proceed to fore
cast our future with a certain amount of confidence. But
that power is an elusive object. It is a movement in the
air, a swaying of men’s minds in one direction, which
arouses their energy, and endows them with the electric
quality of “keenness.” Nothing but the future can give
us a clue to its existence, for only in action does it
manifest itself. But it is an essential quality. By its
mere presence it gives pith and moment to the most
trivial advantage, and without it the greatest victory is
stripped of all profit—it is the mainspring of success and
at the same time its chiefest ornament.
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Howbeit, we may review our forces and our oppor
tunities without running the risk of censure, for it is well
that we should know the power that is at our disposal.
And we are met by one encouraging fact—the large
number of freshmen, from whom we may expect good
support to the common cause. Now is the time that the
leaders cast their eye over the new levies—as veterans
about to pick fresh troops to fill the gaps left by those
who have struck their blow and gone their way. And
they will make their choice as much in the interest of
keenness as of skill—knowing well that when the team
has once settled to the collar there must be no slack trace
among them—no shirking of a due share of toil. We
are a small body, but for that very reason we are more
susceptible to those advents of determined enthusiasm
which a larger and more unweildy number knows not.
We must no longer be content to accept half-measures
from Fortune. We have seen her face for a time, and we
must make a bold effort to bind her, captive, to the wheels
of our triumphal car.
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ROUND THE FIRE.
I.

On Inconsistency.

[Scene: A College sitting-room. Atmospheric conditions: lukewarm muffins and nicotine. Dramatis Personæ: (a) The Mere
Mathematician, (b) The Conventional Classic, (c) The Absolute
Athlete. (d) The Carping Critic. All embosomed in arm-chairs,
except Critic, who stands with his back to the mantel-piece, and
loquitur.]

Critic (dictatorially). I must confess I fail to grasp
your point of view. The question at issue, I take it,
is—the attitude of men towards the higher branches of
education—by which I mean their attitude towards those
who have been accepted by the soundest critics as the
Great Masters of literature, painting, music and so on. Or
perhaps you are inclined to dispute the fact that therein
lies the highest form of education?
Mathematician. Not at all. I don’t set up to be
more than mere earth, you see. I have no doubt that the
uglier the daub the greater its—spiritual power. (Agitation
on part of critic.) But I prefer to educate myself on Charles
Dana Gibson and Jerome K. Jerome. Now, he tells you
the truth, and makes you laugh: these wonderful friends
of yours may tell the truth, but they certainly don’t make
you laugh—at least, you won’t admit it if they do.
Critic (pompously). A man, that is, is content to sit
with his eyes open and allow the best things of life to pass
by him, simply because he can’t be bothered to stretch
forth his hand and grasp them——
CLASSIC. Yes, but—hang it all! you must allow that
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a man hasn’t got time for this sort of thing. He has to
make a living. When you have finished with him, he’s no
good. It may be very nice to know more about high art
than other people—it’s nicer to tell them so—I’m sure it’s
very good of you—but they won’t pay you for it.
Critic. Then men have no right to be here. If you
have leisure given you for educating yourself, and you do
not acquire the highest possible education—or at least, try
to do so—you are wasting your time and expense. You
are thoroughly inconsistent—(getting excited)—you say
you come up here for “education”—you don’t, you come
up to learn how to acquire money! A noble ambition !
Athlete (dreamily). Pass the tobacco-jar, please.
CLASSIC (to Critic). Of course you’re a wonderful
man; but there you are. It’s a fact, and you’ve got to
conform to it. It’s the same with the Trips and the
General—you say, and probably quite rightly, that the
system is all wrong, and does not produce an educated
man. But you must take them, and be contented—shout
as much as you like.
Critic (passionately). But I will not be contented——
CLASSIC (in appealing tone). But you will shout, won’t
you? Just to please me! (Performs a circus trick, and
subsides in chair)
CRITIC (furious). There you are! You’re an excellent
example of my theory! Not only do you refuse the
opportunity offered you—(cheers)—but you mock at those
who try to use it! (With acrimony) Just like gutter
snipes bespattering with mud those who are clean enough
to walk on the pavement! And all because you are ready
to kow-tow to a cheap and rotten convention! (Pauses:
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then, oracularly) What is wanted is someone with ideas—
I don’t say necessarily my ideas——
Mathematician and Classic (together). Oh, no.
Critic. ——but a man who will be strong enough
to bring men to his views. At present your position is
a vile one.
Classic (falsetto). Ut-ter-ly vile, my brethren—what
a beautiful thought!
CRITIC. You say video meliora, proboque: deteriora
sequor. And the result is a herd of useless menaces to
civilization: creatures without taste or intellectual dis
crimination—or power of any sort that can benefit them
selves or the rest of mankind. A vile pecus, if ever there
was one! (Turning to athletic member of said pecus.) I
hope (ironically) we have not disturbed you with our
bickerings?
Athlete (gently). Oh, no—I like it. It makes me
sleepy.
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